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The bulk heterojunction (BHJ) nanomorphology in organic solar cells strongly affects the final

efficiency of the device. Progress in experimental techniques now allows visualization of the

complex 3D BHJ morphology. It is, therefore, important to characterize the topological

properties of the morphology in order to quantify the link between morphology features and

performance. Here, we introduce a suite of morphology descriptors which encode the complex

nature of the multi-stage photovoltaic process in the BHJ. These morphology descriptors are

easily determined using an approach based on converting the morphology into an equivalent

weighted, labeled, undirected graph. We show how these descriptors can be used to interrogate

BHJ morphologies, allow identification of bottlenecks in the photovoltaic process, and conduct

quantitative comparison between morphologies with respect to each sub-process in the

photovoltaic phenomena. This framework provides a simple and easy-to-use characterization tool

that can be used to unravel the impact of morphology on complex transport phenomena. VC 2012
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4752864]

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern organic solar cells (OSCs) have a so-called

bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) architecture,1–3 in which the pho-

tovoltaic active-layer is a well-mixed blend of two types of

materials. One type is electron donating while the other is

electron accepting. The nanomorphology of a BHJ thin film

is of great importance for OSCs due to its enormous influence

on the final efficiency of the device.4,5 Recent advances in

microscopy (electron tomography,6 EF TEM7) now allow

accurate, highly resolved, three-dimensional visualization of

the structure of BHJ. These data-sets are usually very large,

and visual inspection and interpretation are invariably unpro-

ductive and very time-consuming. This naturally brings up

the necessity of efficiently performing morphology character-

ization, where the complex BHJ-morphology can be reduced

to a set of physically meaningful morphology descriptors.

These descriptors can then be used for quantitative, predictive

assessment of device performance. Such an approach facili-

tates linking fabrication process with morphology, as well as

morphology with the final properties of the device. In particu-

lar, it would be important to identify morphology features/

descriptors that are crucial and correlated with the perform-

ance. Then, the objective of linking process with structure is

to find fabrication conditions that lead to these desired mor-

phological features. This is pressing research question where

several important results have been recently reported.8–11

In this work, we formulate a broad suite of morphology

descriptors that quantify morphological features with respect

to each sub-process in the photo-voltaic process. These

descriptors are constructed in a very efficient manner by pos-

ing the problem of construction of morphology descriptors

into a problem involving graph characterization, where sev-

eral scalable, linear complexity algorithms exist. We illus-

trate this framework by comprehensively characterizing

several representative BHJ morphologies.

Morphology characterization has been a subject of previ-

ous studies. Descriptors, such as autocorrelation function

(ACF),12,13 interfacial length,14,15 and fraction of domain

connected to given electrode16 have been used to characterize

the morphology. These quantities give important insight into

physics by extracting coarse scale information. Nevertheless,

they lack comprehensiveness and miss some important, finer-

scale aspects of the underlying physics. For example, the

ACF only provides the averaged feature size of the morphol-

ogy. The averaged domain size is a rough estimate of the dis-

tance excitons need to diffuse to reach the interface.

However, the ACF does not reveal the actual fraction of the

domain that can potentially contribute to exciton dissociation.

In addition, none of these descriptors give insight into the tor-

tuosity of paths, which affects charge transport.

II. PHYSICALLY MEANINGFUL MORPHOLOGY
DESCRIPTORS

We start this analysis by enumerating the effects of mor-

phology on each stage of the photo-voltaic process. We enu-

merate each stage within the OSC photovoltaic process and

its relationship to morphology. This provides intuitive guide-

lines on the choice of descriptors. We assume that morphol-

ogy consists of two phases: donor-rich phase (D) and

acceptor-rich phase (A).26

1. Light absorption leads to exciton (bound pair of electron

and hole) generation. Useful exciton generation mostly

occurs only in the D-material.
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2. The exciton has a finite lifetime to diffuse within

D-material.
3. Only excitons that reach the D-A interface separate into

free charges.

4. Electrons travel only via paths consisting of A-material to

be collected at cathode, while holes travel only via paths
consisting of D-material to be collected at anode.

The failure to convert photons into current can occur at

any stage. For instance, if an exciton does not reach the inter-

face (due to its limited life time), the electron-hole pair

undergoes radiative or non-radiative recombination. Simi-

larly, if dissociated charges do not reach the electrodes, they

also undergo bimolecular or trap-assisted recombination or

both.

Based on this analysis and taking into account the multi-

stage nature of the photovoltaic process in a BHJ OSC, moti-

vates us to formulate and categorize three groups of mor-

phology descriptors: morphology descriptors quantifying

light absorption, exciton dissociation, and charge transport

(enumerated in Table I).

1. Quantifying light absorption

In most OSC, only one type of material (D-material)

absorbs light to generate excitons. The distribution of donor

within active layer as well as the variation of light intensity

affects the amount of light absorbed. It has been shown that

the exciton generation rate depends on the thickness of the

film.17,18 A natural descriptor to quantify light absorption is

therefore the fraction of D material, fabs, within the active-

layer. Additionally, to account for the intensity change along

film depth, each point of the D-material is weighted by the

normalized light intensity at that location. We call this

weighted fraction of D-material, fw�abs.

2. Quantifying exciton dissociation

An exciton has a very short lifetime, during which it

must reach the D-A interface to be useful. It can only diffuse

a finite distance compatible with the exciton diffusion length,

Ld. Therefore, to enhance exciton harvesting, the distance

from D-material to the D-A interface should be shorter than

Ld. Moreover, D-A interfacial area should be maximized to

ensure increased exciton dissociation. Therefore, a natural

descriptor is the shortest distance from any D-material point

to the D-A interface. A cumulative histogram of such distan-

ces concisely describes exciton diffusion/dissociation. The

value of the cumulative histogram at a distance d is the frac-

tion of the D-material that is within this distance to the inter-

face. In this way, the fraction, f Ld

diss, of D-material within Ld

from the D-A interface can be determined. Furthermore, the

probability of an exciton reaching the D-A interface depends

on the distance it needs to travel. To account for this factor,

we introduce a weighting function, f(d), that expresses the

probability of reaching an interface by the exciton generated

at distance d (this probability can be expressed as

f ðdÞ ¼ expð�d=LdÞ).19,20 We use this function to construct

the weighted histogram of distances from D-material to the

D-A interface. The weighted fraction, fw�diss, of D-material

can be estimated from the cumulative weighted histogram.

The interfacial area, I, is the second natural descriptor

reflecting the nature of exciton dissociation.

3. Quantifying charge transport

To improve hole transport and extraction, all D-material

should be connected to anode, preferably with short and

straight paths. Similarly, to improve electron transport and

extraction, all A-material should be connected to cathode,

preferably with short and straight paths. Moreover, charge

transport is a complementary process. That is, charges sepa-

rated at the interface should both be able to reach the electro-

des via respective paths. It follows that the morphology

should consist of complementary paths. Finally, morphology

should consist of balanced paths to avoid charge accumula-

tion. That is, the electron and hole path lengths should be

balanced. To characterize morphology with respect to these

features of charge transport, we construct four morphology

descriptors:

1. To quantify the regions of the morphology useful for

charge-transport, we determine the fraction, f D
conn, of

D-material connected to anode, the fraction, f A
conn, of

TABLE I. List of morphology descriptors with their physical background.

Stage Morphology descriptor Physical background

Light absorption fabs—fraction of light absorbing material Only D-material absorbs light

fw�abs—weighted fraction

of light absorbing material

Intensity of light changes along depth

from the top surface

Exciton dissociation f Ld

diss—fraction of D-material within

distance Ld to the interface

Limited lifetime of exciton, only these excitons created in distance

shorter than exciton diffusion length have high chance to reach interface

fw�diss—weighted fraction of D-material Function f(d) weights shorter distances with higher probability of

reaching the interface, while longer distances are associated with lower probability

I—interfacial area Only at the D-A interface exciton dissociates into free charges

Charge transport f conn
out —fraction of useful domains Only regions with direct connection to relevant electrode constitute

pathways for charges to travel

f path
out —fraction of interface with both

paths to electrodes

Charge transport is a complementary process

f tort
out —fraction of material with tortuosity

smaller that t

Ideally, charges should have straight paths to the relevant electrode

064316-2 Wodo et al. J. Appl. Phys. 112, 064316 (2012)
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A-material connected to cathode, and the useful fraction,

f conn
out , of both materials. This individual quantification

helps to identify potential bottlenecks to charge transport.

2. The complementary nature of the process is quantified by

the fraction, f path
out , of interface for which paths to both

electrodes exist.

3. To quantify length of paths to both electrodes, we com-

pute the path length from the interface to the relevant

electrodes, de and dh.

4. To further quantify length of paths, we compute the tortu-

osity of paths, t. Tortuosity is the ratio between the path

length to the relevant electrode through BHJ, and ideal

straight path length to the electrode without any con-

straints. Tortuosity is computed for domains that are con-

nected to relevant electrode.

Table I provides a comprehensive, hierarchical set of

morphology descriptors that quantify each stage of the pho-

tovoltaic process.27 We noticed that the calculation of each

of these descriptors can be simplified to two basic concepts:

identifying distinct components in the morphology, and com-

puting distances between two points in the morphology. This

naturally resulted in representing the discretized morphology

as a labeled, weighted, undirected graph and using efficient

graph based algorithms to construct these descriptors. This

procedure is detailed in Sec. III.

III. METHOD

We utilize fast algorithms from graph theory21,22 (spe-

cifically depth-first search for connected components, and

Dijkstra’s algorithm for distances) to construct the morphol-

ogy descriptors.

In the first step, we represent a discretized morphology

as a labeled, weighted, undirected graph. We represent each

pixel/voxel of the image as a vertex in the graph, and we

assign a label (here, a color) representing each type of mate-

rial: donor (black) or acceptor (white). We assume that appro-

priate thresholding is performed to get a binary image. In our

approach, we assume that interface between A-material and

D-material is sharp. The local neighborhood information is

used to create edges that connect each vertex with its first-

and second-order neighbors. Each edge is weighted according

to the physical distance between the two vertices.

In the second step, we query this graph to compute the

descriptors. All morphology descriptors reduce to three basic

algorithmic constructs: finding connectivity between regions,

selecting specific regions, and finding shortest paths within

these regions. We provide more details including the algo-

rithm outlines in the supplementary information.28

The complete framework is implemented in C using

the boost library.23 Run time for 2D data sets of size �500

�100 vertices is, on average, 2 s on a Intel Xeon Quad 2 GHz

computer with 12 GB of RAM. Run time for 3D data set of

size �5:5 million voxels is 15 min on the same machine.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We interrogate two types of BHJ morphologies. The first

is a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) cross section

image taken from Moon et al.,13 while the second one is a

3D BHJ obtained from numerical modeling of the fabrication

process.24,25 The TEM cross section image of BHJ taken

from Moon et al.13 consists of a BHJ fabricated using

a Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and Phenyl-C61-butyric

acid methyl ester (PCBM) blend. Figure 1(a) shows the two-

phase representation of the TEM image, where black regions

represent A-material (PCBM-rich domain), and white

regions represent D-material (P3HT-rich domain). This

image consists of 1060� 106 pixels (1 pixel corresponds to

1 nm). We note that this image represents a two-dimensional

average of a three-dimensional structure (across the thin

slice). But we argue that Moon et al. have shown minimal

variability of the morphology by changing the thickness of

FIG. 1. (a) The two-phase representation

of the TEM image of BHJ-morphology,

taken from Ref. 13. (b) Distribution of

useful regions. (c) Distribution of tortu-

osity of hole paths and electron paths.

Morphology characterization: (d) dis-

tance distribution of D-material to the

interface, visualized as a cumulative his-

togram, and (e) distance distribution of

paths from interface to electrodes.

064316-3 Wodo et al. J. Appl. Phys. 112, 064316 (2012)
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the slice and, hence, this is a reasonable representation of the

morphology. We also analyze three 3D BHJ morphologies

obtained computationally for three different evaporation

rates.25 Figure 2(a) depicts the 3D BHJ for three evaporation

rates. Each morphology has dimensions 810� 810� 100

nm3. This choice of BHJs allows us to demonstrate the

universality of our method (2D vs 3D, experimental vs

computational).

We concentrate on two types of investigation: First, we

identify the bottlenecks in performance by characterizing

BHJ with respect to each photovoltaic subprocess. This part

is particularly important, because it allows for step-by-step

analysis of the morphology and potentially provides valuable

insight into linking structure and property. Next, we identify

whether the given morphology is more efficient in a tradi-

tional configuration, or an inverted configuration. Apart from

detailed characterization of BHJ, the developed framework

allows us to probe several approaches for efficiency enhance-

ment. For example, we can perform virtual characterization

to test if traditional or inverted architecture is better. For typi-

cal OSCs fabricated on ITO substrates, traditional architec-

ture is the one in which ITO is the anode.

A. Analysis of 2D TEM image of BHJ

Detailed characterization of this morphology is summar-

ized in Table II. We first look at light absorption descriptors.

The morphology consists of 58.2% of photo active material

(fabs). By weighting with the light intensity variation across

the depth17 (and its reflection from bottom electrode), the

effective fraction of thin film that absorbs light (to generate

excitons) increases to 163.8% (fw�abs).

Next, we look at exciton dissociation descriptors. The

cumulative histogram of distances from D-material to the

D-A interface is shown in Figure 1(d). The fraction of

D-material whose distance to the D-A interface is shorter

than exciton diffusion length (Ld ¼ 10 nm) is 99%. In fact,

only 1% of D-material lies between 10 nm and 16 nm to the

D-A interface. The weighted fraction of D-material is

fw�diss ¼ 78:6% (Table II).

Finally, we look at charge transport descriptors. Half

(53.6%) of A-material is not connected to the cathode, while

almost all D-material is connected to the anode (97%). Consid-

ering connectivity of both A- and D-material to respective

electrodes reveals that only 79% of the photoactive layer is

useful for charge transport. The low connectivity of A-material

to the cathode affects charge transport and is clearly seen

when we construct an interface-based descriptor. Only 46% of

the D-A interface, f path
out , has paths to both electrodes via corre-

sponding materials. However, it is important to note that since

this is only a 2D slice of the active layer, this low connectivity

may be only an “artifact” of the 2D representation.

Quantifying the tortuosity of the morphology (of both

electron-donor and electron-acceptor regions) is of particular

interest due to the finite life time of charges and effect of elec-

tric field. We quantify the quality of paths by determining the

shortest path that charges need to travel from the D-A inter-

face to each electrodes. This is evaluated for each point on the

useful interface. On an average, electrons travel a distance of

FIG. 2. Characterization of the two-

phase representation of the 3D BHJ-

morphology for three evaporation rates:
~ke, (a) BHJ-morphology, (b) histogram

of distances from D-material to the inter-

face and extracted values of D-material

fraction with distance to the interface

shorter than Ld ¼ 10 nm.

TABLE II. Detailed characterization of TEM image for two configurations:

traditional and inverted, with respect to all subprocesses of photovoltaic

process.

Traditional Inverted

fabs (%) 58.2 58.2

fw�abs (%) 163.8 163.3

f Ld

diss, Ld ¼ 10 nm (%) 99.4 99.4

fw�diss (%) 78.6 78.6

I 13 499 nm 13 499 nm

f conn
out (%) 78.8 80.83

f D
conn, f A

conn (%) 96.9, 53.6 96.4, 59.0

f path
out (%) 45.9 50.0

f D
tort, f A

tort, t¼ 1 (%) 19.8, 19.9 18.8, 25.9

f D
tort, f A

tort, t � 2 (%) 93.6, 95.4 94.6, 89.9

Average path length: dh (nm) 66.9 66.6

Average path length: de (nm) 52.9 60.8

064316-4 Wodo et al. J. Appl. Phys. 112, 064316 (2012)
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53 nm to reach the cathode, while holes travel a distance of

67 nm to reach the anode. The distance data are further used

to construct two histograms depicting path lengths: through

A-material to cathode and through D-material to anode. Com-

paring both histograms (Figure 1(e)) allows us to assess the

degree of path balance of the morphology.

To quantify the quality of paths, we compute the tortuos-

ity of D-material and A-material with connection to the rele-

vant electrode. We plot the distribution of tortuosity in Figure

1(c). We mark paths of tortuosity one (t¼ 1) with color green

(straight paths), regions with tortuosity larger than 2 with red

color, and intermediate tortuosity with yellow color. We ana-

lyze tortuosity of useful hole paths and electron paths individ-

ually. 19.8% of the useful D-region has straight paths to

anode, while useful A-material consists of 19.9% of regions

with straight paths to cathode. Regions with tortuosity one

constitute ideal paths—that have no obstacles. Analysis of

tortuosity distribution can also be used to identify and quan-

tify dead ends and cul-de-sacs, i.e., domains with large tortu-

osity. Charges traveling through these regions can be easily

trapped and eventually recombine. In the analyzed morphol-

ogy, D-material consists of 6.4% of regions with tortuosity

larger than 2, while A-material consists of as much as 4.6%

of domains with high tortuosity.

Regions of large tortuosity together with domains that

have no connection to the relevant electrode have minimal

chance to contribute to charge transport. In the analyzed

morphology, 9% of D-domain and as much as 49% of

A-domain satisfy this condition.

Finally, we compare two configurations, traditional and

inverted. It is often advocated5 that an inverted configuration

gives higher efficiencies. We switch between configurations

by simply flipping the morphology (Figure 1(a)) about the

horizontal axis. All morphology descriptors for both configu-

rations are shown in Table II. We notice no significant differ-

ence in descriptors of each stage of the photovoltaic effect.

However, morphology descriptors used to characterize both

configurations are marginally better for inverted configura-

tion. In particular, the length of paths is better balanced, and

a larger fraction of interface has complementary paths to

both electrode (by 4%).

B. Analysis of 3D BHJ

In Table III, we include detailed characterization of

three 3D-BHJ. All three morphologies are interpenetrated

morphologies with perfect connection to the relevant electro-

des. All descriptors reflecting the connectivity of domains to

electrodes (f A
conn, f D

conn, fconn, f path
out ) are optimal, i.e., 100%, for

all three morphologies. In such cases, the entire morphology

is useful with respect to charge transport. However, evapora-

tion rate affects the quality of paths. The higher the evapora-

tion rate, more tortuous the paths to relevant electrode. For

example, examination of D-path tortuosity reveals that for

the first morphology (~ke ¼ 3, the highest evaporation rate)

only 15% of the paths are straight paths (tortuosity t¼ 1) to

the electrode. In contrast, the third morphology (~ke ¼ 0:03,

the lowest evaporation rate) consists of 72% of straight

paths. Similarly, the fraction of straight paths for A-material

decreases with evaporation rate. This is because for lower

evaporation rate, morphology has more time to evolve and

coarsen, creating more bulky domains with less tortuous

domains. Less torturous morphologies also show higher

potential for balanced paths. The difference in average path

length between hole and electron is only 1 nm, while for

more torturous BHJ this difference increases to 10 nm.

Better charge transport properties for less torturous BHJ

come, however, with a price of larger domains. Larger

domains have worse properties with respect to exciton disso-

ciation. In particular, the domains whose size is larger than

twice the exciton dissociation length cannot contribute fully

to exciton dissociation. This tendency is reflected in the exci-

ton dissociation descriptors. For the highest investigated

evaporation rates (Figure 2 left), 94% of D-material is dis-

tributed within Ld distance to the interface. In contrast, for

the lowest evaporation rate, this quantity decreases to 34%.

Light absorption characteristics are similar for all three

morphologies as the blend-ratio is the same across these

three morphologies.

The main difference between these three 3D-BHJs is the

trade-off between charge transport and exciton dissociation.

Coarser BHJ has less torturous domains but domains larger

than exciton diffusion length. Finer morphologies have more

curly paths but smaller domains compatible with exciton dif-

fusion length.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that understanding the role of morphology is of

great importance for OSCs due to its intricate effect on the

final efficiency of the device. A key challenge hindering

quantitative comparison of complex BHJ morphologies is the

lack of physically meaningful and easily computable mor-

phology descriptors. In this work, we have formulated a set

of morphology descriptors that reflect the complex multistage

nature of photovoltaic process. The morphology descriptors

are constructed in hierarchical way, focusing on each stage of

photovoltaic process. We performed detailed quantification

of two types of representative morphologies with respect to

all subprocesses of photovoltaic effect. We reduced a com-

plex 2D/3D BHJ morphology to a set of physically

TABLE III. Detailed characterization of 3D BHJ morphology with respect

to all subprocesses of photovoltaic phenomena (Ld ¼ 10 nm).

~ke ¼ 3 ~ke ¼ 0:3 ~ke ¼ 0:03

fabs (%) 57 54 52

fw�abs (%) 136.4 129.6 124.3

f Ld

diss (%) 94.1 65.7 34.0

fw�diss (%) 67.3 52.1 31.1

f conn
out (%) 100 100 100

f path
out (%) 100 100 100

f D
tort,f

A
tort, t¼ 1 (%) 15.2, 14.8 33.2, 32.3 71.7, 72.2

f D
tort,f

A
tort, t � 2 (%) 100, 100 100, 100 100, 100

Path length

Hole dh (nm) 59.1 60.9 55.3

Electron de (nm) 70.2 61.9 56.3
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meaningful parameters enabling quantitative comparison

between morphologies. In particular, we quantitatively com-

pared inverted and traditional device configurations. We were

also able to identify bottlenecks in the analyzed morpholo-

gies. This framework opens up the possibility of data-driven

and high-throughput analysis of process-structure-property

relationships by reducing large data-sets of morphologies into

tractable sets of numbers. Such a graph-based framework,

furthermore, naturally allows extensions to incorporate the

effects of crystallinity, anisotropy, and multiple phases. We

also envision broad applicability of this strategy to other areas

involving transport in heterogeneous structures, such as per-

colation pathways in geomechanics, porous media, and drug

release from polymeric membranes.
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